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1. Partridge, Mark V. B
   *Alternative dispute resolution: an essential competency for lawyers.*
   K2390 .P37 2009

2. McIlwrath, Michael
   *International arbitration and mediation: a practical guide.*
   K2400 .M35 2010

3. *Investment and commercial arbitration: similarities and divergences.*
   K3829.8 .I575 2010

4. Montt, Santiago
   *State liability in investment treaty arbitration: global constitutional and administrative law in the BIT generation.*
   K3830 .M66 2009

5. Poon, Gary P
   *The corporate counsel's guide to mediation.*
   Chicago : American Bar Association, c2010. xii, 131 p. 23 cm.
   KF9084 .P668 2010

ANTITRUST AND TRADE REGULATION

   K3850 .A964 2009

7. *Developing countries in the WTO legal system.*
   K4610 .D48 2009

   Chicago : Section of Antitrust Law, American Bar Association, c2010. 2nd ed. x, 192 p. 23 cm.
   KF1657.S72 S73 2010

BANKRUPTCY – SEE – COMMERCIAL LAW
BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS LAW

9  Ribstein, Larry E  
*The rise of the uncorporation.*  
KF1361 .R53 2010

10  *Corporate governance : law, theory and policy.*  
KF1422 .C672 2010

11  Deming, Stuart H., 1951-  
*The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the new international norms.*  
Chicago : Section of International Law, American Bar Association, c2010. 2nd ed. xviii, 801 p. : forms  26 cm.  
KF9351 .D46 2010

CIVIL PROCEDURE

12  Burns, James MacGregor  
*Packing the court : the rise of judicial power and the coming crisis of the Supreme Court.*  
KF8742 .B79 2009

13  Lindquist, Stefanie A., 1963-  
*Measuring judicial activism.*  
KF8742 .L56 2009

14  Domnarski, William, 1953-  
*Federal judges revealed.*  
KF8775 .D66 2009

15  Tamanaha, Brian Z  
*Beyond the formalist-realist divide : the role of politics in judging.*  
KF8775 .T36 2010

16  United States. Supreme Court  
*Federal rules of civil procedure, as amended through April 1, 2009.*  
KF8840 .F423 2009

17  *Preparing for a deposition;[videorecording].*  
RES KF8900 .P73 2005
18 Friedman, Rick (Richard H.), 1956-
*Winning trial strategies;[videorecording] : framing issues and attitudes for trial.*
RES KF8915.A2 F75 2007

19 *Paul Luvera on trial strategy;[DVD videorecording].*
RES KF8915.A2 P37 2008

20 Perdue, Jim M
*Winning with stories : Jim Perdue live;[videorecording].*
Austin, Tex. : State Bar of Texas, c2007. 2 videodiscs (187 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.
RES KF8915.A2 P47 2007

21 *The science of courtroom litigation : jury research and analytical graphics.*
KF8972 .S35 2008

**Civil Rights**

22 De Marneffe, Peter, 1957-
*Liberalism and prostitution.*
HQ115 .D42 2010

**Commercial Law**

23 *The Oxford handbook of international trade law.*
K1005 .O96 2009

24 Light, David J
*Discharging student loans in bankruptcy.*
KF1535.S65 L45 2009

**Constitutional Law**

25 *Extreme speech and democracy.*
K3254 .E97 2009

26 *The Constitution in 2020.*
KF4550 .C576 2009
27 May, Christopher N
Constitutional law: national power and federalism : examples & explanations.
KF4550 .M29 2010

28 Ides, Allan, 1949-
Constitutional law: individual rights : examples & explanations.
5th ed. xxiii, 532 p. 26 cm.
KF4749 .I34 2010

29 Drakeman, Donald L
Church, state, and original intent.
KF4865 .D728 2010

30 Tucker, James Thomas
The battle over bilingual ballots : language minorities and political access under the Voting Rights Act.
KF4896.L56 T83 2009

31 The realist's guide to redistricting : avoiding the legal pitfalls.
Chicago : American Bar Association, Section of Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice, c2010. 2nd ed. xvi, 89 p. : ill. 23 cm.
KF4905 .R39 2010

CONTRACTIONS

32 Federal government construction contracts.
2nd ed. xli, 863 p. 26 cm.
KF865 .F44 2010

CRIMINAL LAW

33 Moore, Michael S., 1943-
Caution and responsibility : an essay in law, morals, and metaphysics.
K579.C34 M66 2009

34 American Law Institute
KF9227.C2 A74 2009
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CYBERLAW

35  Brenner, Susan W., 1947-
    Cyberthreats : the emerging fault lines of the nation state.
    K5250 .B74 2009

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

36  Fain, Terry
    Santa Monica, Calif. : Rand Corp., 2010. xxix, 128 p. : ill.  28 cm.
    HV9106.L65 L67 2010

37  De Cruz, Peter
    Family law, sex and society : a comparative study of family law.
    K670 .D3 2010

38  Representing juvenile status offenders.
    KF9794 .R47 2010

39  Kruh, Ivan
    Evaluation of juveniles' competence to stand trial.
    RA1151 .K865 2009

EDUCATION LAW

40  The Quest for equal educational opportunity:[DVD videorecording] : a Brown v. Board of Education mock argument : Prof. Erwin Chemerinsky versus Prof Derrick Bell.
    1 videodisc (84 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF228.B76 Q81 2003

41  Abrams, Paula, 1953-
    Cross purposes : Pierce v. Society of Sisters and the struggle over compulsory public education.
    KF228.S57 A38 2009

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW

42  The Littler Mendelson guide to international employment and labor law.
    [S.I.] : Littler Mendelson : LexisNexis, c2008-. 3 v.  28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM.
    RES K1705 .L58 2008
ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

43  Sharpe, Andrew N
Foucault's monsters and the challenge of law.
K230.F682 S52 2010

44  Legal aspects of carbon trading : Kyoto, Copenhagen, and beyond.
K3593.5.C37 L44 2009

45  Naidu, B. David
Biotechnology & nanotechnology : regulation under environmental, health, and safety laws.
K3925.B56 N35 2009

46  Goren, William D., 1960-
Understanding the Americans with Disabilities Act.
3rd ed. xiii, 195 p.  23 cm.
KF480 .G67 2010

47  The abuse of medical diagnostic practices in mass litigation : the case of silica.
KF3570 .A27 2009

48  Stone, Christopher D
Should trees have standing? : law, morality, and the environment.
KF5505 .S86 2010

49  Heilbrun, Kirk
Foundations of forensic mental health assessment.
RA1151 .H38 2009

50  Kim, Scott Y. H
Evaluation of capacity to consent to treatment and research.
RA1151 .K56 2010

51  Witt, Philip H
Evaluation of sexually violent predators.
RA1151 .W59 2009
EUROPEAN UNION –SEE – INTERNATIONAL LAW

FOREIGN AND COMPARATIVE LAW

52  Hyland, Richard, 1949-
    *Gifts: a study in comparative law.*
    K898 .H95 2009

53  Global perspectives on the rule of law.
    K3171 .G58 2010

54  Rubini, Luca
    *The definition of subsidy and state aid: WTO and EC law in comparative perspective.*
    K4635 .R83 2009

55  McCaffrey, Stephen C
    *Transnational litigation in comparative perspective: theory and application.*
    K7615 .M383 2010

56  Butler, William Elliott, 1939-
    *Russian law.*
    KLB68 .B88 2009

57  Mallat, Chibli
    *Introduction to Middle Eastern law.*
    KMC79 .M35 2007

58  New courts in Asia.
    KNC459 .N49 2010

59  After genocide: transitional justice, post-conflict reconstruction and reconciliation in Rwanda and beyond.
    KTD454 .A324 2009

60  Kelsall, Tim, 1970-
    *Culture under cross-examination: international justice and the special court for Sierra Leone.*
    KZ1208.S53 A154 2009
HUMAN RIGHTS

61 Ife, Jim, 1946-
*Human rights from below : achieving rights through community development.*
JC571 .I44 2010

62 Smith, Rhona K. M
*Textbook on international human rights.*
K3240 .S55 2010

63 *Universal human rights and extraterritorial obligations.*
K3240 .U65 2010

64 Vanneste, Frédéric
*General international law before human rights courts : assessing the specialty claims of international human rights law.*
K3240 .V364 2010

65 Anaya, S. James
*International human rights and indigenous peoples.*
K3247 .A5 2009

66 *Human rights in the investigation and prosecution of crime.*
KD7876 .H86 2009

67 *The European Court of Human Rights and the rights of marginalised individuals and minorities in national context.*
KJC5138 .E97 2010

68 *The impact of human rights law on general international law.*
KZ3410 .I46 2009

INSURANCE – SEE – REGULATED INDUSTRIES

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

69 Patry, William F
*Moral panics and the copyright wars.*
K1420.5 .P376 2009
70 Phillips, Douglas E
_The software license unveiled: how legislation by license controls software access._
K1443.C6 P48 2009

71 Anson, Weston, 1942-
_IP valuation and management._
KF2979.A853 2010

72 __Intellectual property protection of fact-based works: copyright and its alternatives.__
KF2979.I473 2009

73 __Fashion law: a guide for designers, fashion executives, and attorneys.__
KF3086.F37 2010

74 Fox, David L
_U.S. patent opinions and evaluations._
KF3120.F69 2010

75 Davidow, Joel, 1938-
_Patent-related misconduct issues in U.S. litigation._
KF3155.D37 2010

**INTERNATIONAL LAW**

76 Bosco, David L
_Five to rule them all: the UN Security Council and the making of the modern world._
JZ5006.7.B67 2009

77 Forrest, Craig
_International law and the protection of cultural heritage._
K3791.F67 2010

78 __Yearbook on international investment law & policy.__
K3826.3.Y43
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
89 Sandholtz, Wayne  
*International norms and cycles of change.*  
KZ1261 .S26 2009

90 *Theorising the global legal order.*  
KZ1268 .T48 2009

91 Stoeva, Preslava  
*New norms and knowledge in world politics : protecting people, intellectual property and the environment.*  
KZ3410 .S76 2010

92 *Defining the case against an accused before the International Criminal Court : whose responsibility is it?*  
KZ6310 .D44 2009

93 Kleffner, Jann K  
*Complementarity in the Rome Statute and national criminal jurisdictions.*  
KZ6311 .K59 2008

94 Dwertmann, Eva  
*The reparation system of the International Criminal Court : its implementation, possibilities and limitations.*  
KZ6324 .D88 2010

95 Gathii, James Thuo  
*War, commerce, and international law.*  
KZ6385 .G38 2010

**JURISPRUDENCE**

96 Eleutheriadēs, Paulos Z  
*Legal rights.*  

97 *Readings in the philosophy of law.*  
K235 .R39 2010
98  Collier, Charles W., 1950-
   *Meaning in law : a theory of speech.*
   K3253 .C65 2009

99  Brudner, Alan
   *Punishment and freedom : a liberal theory of penal justice.*
   K5103 .B78 2009

100  The canon of American legal thought.
   KF379 .C366 2006

**JUVENILE LAW – SEE – DOMESTIC RELATIONS**

**LAW AND ECONOMICS**

101  Parisi, Francesco, 1962-
   *The economics of lawmaking.*
   K3316 .P37 2009

**LAW RELATED MATERIALS**

102  Busse, Meg
   *The idealist guide to nonprofit careers for first-time job seekers.*
   CAREER PLANNING HD2769.2.U6 B875 2010

103  Jackall, Robert
   *Moral mazes : the world of corporate managers.*
   HF5387 .J29 2010

104  Robbins, Ocean, 1973-
   *The power of partnership : building healing bridges across historic divides.*
   HM1211 .O24 2009

105  *A day's work, a day's pay;*[DVD videorecording].
106  The Farm; [videorecording] : Angola USA.
   Special 10th anniversary ed. 1 videodisc (93 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.
   RES HV8338 .F257 2009

   JC359 .M42 2009

108  The London review of books.
   NEWSPAPER

LEGAL PROFESSION, HISTORY, ETHICS AND EDUCATION

109  Kessler, Robin, 1955-
   Competency-based interviews.
   CAREER PLANNING HF5549.5.I6 K47 2006

110  Stakeholders in the law school.
   K100 .S73 2010

111  MacCormick, Neil
   Practical reason in law and morality.
   K247.6 .M23 2008

112  Sharing the pants : essays on work-life balance by men married to lawyers.
   KF298 .S52 2009

113  It's harder in heels : essays by women lawyers achieving work-life balance.
   KF299 .W6 187 2007

114  Fox, Lawrence J., 1943-
   The ethics of representing organizations : legal fictions for clients.
   KF306 .F687 2009

115  Lerner, Alan M
   Legal interviewing; [DVD videorecording] : a DVD workshop.
   Notre Dame, Ind. : National Institute for Trial Advocacy, 2005?
   2 videodiscs (ca. 136 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.
   RES KF311 .L37 1999
116 Urofsky, Melvin I

*Louis D. Brandeis: a life.*
KF8745.B67 U748 2009

117 Gronlund, Mimi Clark, 1933-

*Supreme Court Justice Tom C. Clark: a life of service.*
KF8745.C54 G76 2010

**MILITARY – see – OTHER AREAS OF LAW**

**OTHER AREAS OF LAW**

118 Bakken, Gordon Morris

KF221.M8 B36 2009

119 Sarat, Austin

*Catastrophe: law, politics, and the humanitarian impulse.*
KF3750 .S27 2009

120 Behrnd-Klodt, Menzi L

*Navigating legal issues in archives.*
KF4325 .B44 2008

121

*Expert testimony on the psychology of eyewitness identification.*
KF9672 .E96 2009

122 Dixon, Lloyd S

*California's volatile workers' compensation insurance market: problems and recommendations for change.*
KFC592 .D49 2010

123 Shepard, Randall T., 1946-

*State of the judiciary: "dealing with the recession: a court system that won't roll over".*
[Indianapolis, Ind. : s.n.], 2010. 15 p. : ill. 22 cm.
KFI3509 .S54 2010

124 Graham, D. Kurt

*To bring law home: the federal judiciary in early national Rhode Island.*
KFR428 .G73 2010
125  Crawford, Emily, Dr  
*The treatment of combatants and insurgents under the law of armed conflict.*  
*KZ6495 .C73 2010*

126  *The Guantánamo lawyers : inside a prison outside the law.*  
*KZ6495 .G83 2009*

**PERIODICALS AND LAW REVIEWS**

127  *ABA journal of labor & employment law.*  
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Section of Labor and Employment Law, c2009-.  
v. 23 cm;Three no. a year;Began with v. 25, no. 1 (fall 2009).  
*PER*

128  *Planning & environmental law;[electronic resource].*  
*PER*

**PHILOSOPHY – SEE – JURISPRUDENCE**

**PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)**

129  *Property and community.*  
*K721.5 .P759 2010*

130  *Takings international : a comparative perspective on land use regulations and compensation rights.*  
1st ed. xxiv, 390 p. 23 cm.  
*K3511 .T35 2010*

131  *Negotiating real estate loan terms and workout options.*  
Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2010. 308 p. : ill., forms 28 cm.  
*KF695 .K73 2010*

132  *At the cutting edge 2009 : land use law from The Urban Lawyer.*  
xxv, 121 p. 23 cm.  
*KF5698 .A8 2010*
REGULATED INDUSTRIES

133  *New Appleman insurance law practice guide.*
    Newark, NJ : LexisNexis, 2007-. v.  26 cm;Annual;2007-.
    KF1164 .N49

134  Gauntlett, David A., 1954-
    *IP attorney's handbook for insurance coverage in intellectual property disputes.*
    xii, 339 p.  26 cm.
    KF1189.5 .G38 2010

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

135  *Restorative justice for victims, communities & offenders;[DVD videorecording].*
    1 videodisc (25 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .R472 2005

136  *Restorative justice: victim empowerment through mediation & dialogue;[DVD videorecording].*
    1 videodisc (21 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .R472 2005

    1 videodisc (22 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .R472 2005

138  *Victim offender mediation and conferencing;[DVD videorecording].*
    1 videodisc (10 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .R472 2005

139  *Victim sensitive offender dialogue in crimes of severe violence;[DVD videorecording].*
    1 videodisc (69 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .R472 2005

140  *Complete victim offender mediation and conferencing training;[DVD videorecording] : modeling the entire process in two cases.*
    1 videodisc (117 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .R472 2005
141  *Securing rights for victims: a process evaluation of the National Crime Victim Law Institute's victims' rights clinics.*
KF9763 .S43 2009

**STATES LAW—NOT WISCONSIN—SEE—OTHER AREAS OF LAW**

**TAX LAW AND PUBLIC FINANCE**

142  *A lawyer's guide to Section 337 investigations before the U.S. International Trade Commission.*
KF6660 .S43 2010

**TERRORISM**

143  Moir, Lindsay, 1970-
*Reappraising the resort to force: international law, jus ad bellum and the War on Terror.*
KZ6795.T47 M65 2010